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Tost Summary: HS236-8129 IA07 Test - Electronics Module
Test Procedure.
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Telemetry Functional Test Procedure IA07R''.
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IA07R test procedures wore started without the






50720 Temp. Controller and DC
Restore
50942 Temp. Controller
50912 Band 6 Buflar
90908-1 band 9 Buffer
90908-2 Band 7 Buffer
As the above items became available the testing continued
with that portion of tests that involved these particular
items.
This report summarizes the results of all three (Th"32013-531 /
332. and 333) IAO7R Test Procedures r«jn frorc 26 Mar 82
through 7 Julg 82. Part I (531) verifies the uiring of mat-
ing connectors between the Electronics Module and the Themat-
ic Mapper (TM). and the mating connectors between the Elec-
tronic Modulo and the test equipment. After the verification
bg Part I, Part II (332) and Part III (533> checks all func-
tions (except the irreversible functions such as Fusible Link
heaters) bg exercising the appropriate comaunnds* checking the
responding tolemetrg and verifging specific operations of the
TM Because of the mang different teats involved a sunrarg
of individual tests and groups of tests are given. Data
and/or reports for further revieu are included.
If a failure occured. and uas repaired then remeasured< read-
ings before the retest are not given Only the rost recent
data is presented for a given parametei
I SUMMARY
A) Part 1 Power and Grounding
1 The isolation of returns fro«i chassis uere checked
at the Mapper end of the ''Stand bg Power" cable
W5061 fron the Spacecraft Si'-ulat'o.r Console (SSC)
and all readings satisfied the test rsquirerr.ents










Voltage readings were taken and the correct voltages
appeared at the proper power and return leads as per
cable pin out. All readings mat the teat objec-
tivoa. J
Isolation checks were conducted at connectors J28
Standby Power" input to th« SMA, and the output of
the Electronics Module to verify that 10 r.eg isola-
tion exists betueen all returns and chassis ground
All met the test objectives.
The voltage checks proved that the voltages uero
correct and appeared at the proper pins after wiring
error corrected in P28 harness.
Continuity between corresponding signals in the Pri-
mary and Rodundant cables were checked looking in to
the System Interface Unit (SIU) and the Electronics
Modulo. The corresponding discrete Primary, Redun-
dant concands and telemetry should be hardwired to-
gether in the SIU. All of the discrete commands and
telemetry in the Primary cables WSC09, U5020, WS011
and W3016 were shorted to the same functions in the
Redundant cables W3012, W5013, WS01S and W3017
This meets the objective of the test except Pin 66
of (Band 1 ON CttO)
 ln the SI'J uhich is open. See
list of discrepancies that were corrected.
Isolation between all power returns and chassis
ground at J26 uere checked. All readings were ap-
proximately 10 negs ohm or greater which satisfies
the test requirements See list of discrepancies
that were corrected prior to J16 meeting require-
ments.
The +28V input to the TM pojer supply in cables
W5018 and W5019 was checked on the TM side of the
cables. Returns uere isolated from chassis and vol-
tage values were correct, and the voltages and re-
turns were located on the proper pins. All test ob-
jectives uere satisfied.
All Post amplifiets uere checked at connectors J30,
J31, J32, J23, J35, J36, J37, ^8, J.'.O, J41, and
J42. All returns uere above the required 10 neg ohn
to chassis ground and all signal returns were con-
nected to pouer returns as required after correcting
uearsaver problen at o30 pin 4.
The voltage checks were
shield terminations
satisfactory as uere








These checks satisfied the
8. A complete system grounding check was made
readings uere within test requirements.
and all
After completion of the system grounding test< Sig-
nal Ground and Chassis Grounds uere wired together
at the A26 mushroom board.
I
9. The conclusion from the above results uere that all
connectors were wired correctly and were compatible
for mating* when all discrepancies were corrected.
10. All connectors between the Electronic Module* Scan
Mirror Assembly* Aft Optics and the Test Equipment
were mated as required for testing Part II (532) and
Part III (333).
11. Test procedure changes are listed as per the
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B) The following art the functional te«t that ware conducted
in 7P32015-307 Rav. B Part II and Part III.
1. All commands uer« executed and verified by telemetry com-
mand file and visually observing the CRT output.
2. Calibration Lamps urro sequenced through all levels and
the radiance levels utre checked.
3. Main and Redundant Shutters were exorcised and timed.
4. The Scan Mirror assembly uas exercised and timed.
9. The DC Restore circuitry was checked for pulse and tim-
ing.
6. The Scan Line Corrector uas checked for operation and
timing.
7. Radiative door operation and telemetry status uere
checked
B. Radiative Cooler Door and Calibration Shutter Fusible
Link circuits were checked.
9. The output format of the video system was checked.
10. The multiplexer processing was checked along with the
electrical connections Y+/-FOV (and) location in the Pri-
mary focal plane.
| 11. The Sc^n Line Corrector uas checked for magnitude and
phase.
12. The scan direction of the Scan Mirror Assembly u/as veri-
fied.
13. Inchuorn move test uas conducted to demonstrate and vari-
fy the proper operation of the Relay Optics Inchuor-ns and
their linear variable differential transformers (LVDT)
position transducers.
C) Coir.nand. Telemetry and Performance test results
Saveral command/ telemetry and functional tests were not run at
beginning of the test because all assenblies uere not available
As the assenblies bacame available all coT.r.ands. telemetry and
functional tests were satisfactory. A list of anomalies included






1. All command* were chocked and verified with CRT output
and computer command files C327,63IA7PCT.DSL,
C327.63IA7INICF. DSL, C327,63PRIM. DSL, and
*' C327, 63REDUND. DSL.
2. The Main shutter timing uas satisfactory.
The Redundant Shuttor timing did not meet the test spac-
ifications. The symetry was out of spec, and the DC Re-
store obscuration relationship was narginal. After
changing component-: on circuit board resulting from test
data all test requirements were met.
3. Scan Line Corrector (SLC) timing wavgforrs and timing va-
lues are recorded in Figure 1, 2 and 3
1
f:I 4- Tne mid S"" Pulse check met all requirements of the
test.
S. The Frame D.C Restore check eas completed in its entir-
ety. All commands and temperature checks satisfied the
requirement of the test
1 ORIGINAL P*GE »




P MAIN SHUTTER TIMING MEASUREMENTS
1
|1 SAM MODE CALCULATED MEASURED
|-: FUNCTION SME 1 SKE 2 VALUc
|/
^ O Dsg Rflf • to — ~"X~ ——
£ P2 (Transition) — X-
)» _
fr 0 Dog. Rcf. to — "*X~ «••-.— 3.
1 P5 (Transition) r — X-
| 0 Deg. Ref. -X- 71. 4A+/-2. 0 P.
^ (P2P3 turn-
r/ around) to 0 Deg| Ref. (P5PO — X-
 turnaround)
1 0 Deg. Ref. -X- 71. 46+/-0. SO »•
1'- (P5PO Turnaround)|' to 0 Deg Ref — X- r| (P2P3 turnaround)
1 DC Restore -X- -— 0 0*/-0 17 ns
| Trailing Edge
z (P2P3 Turnaround)
p to 0 Deg Ref. X-
\ D: Restore -X- 0 O*/ 0 10 ns
';. Leading Edge
\ (P5PO turnaround)
\ to 0 Deg. Ref. X-
1 DC Restore -X- 3 OQ+/-0. 15 rs
f Width
1 P2 to P3 -X- —
 : I' ^ O to 10 90
A (Turnaround X-
S Interval





| o Deg Ref to -X- a. 97+/-O 68




























Ref. to — X-
Trailirig Edg» — X-
f. DC Restore to
0 Pag Ref. (Q2Q3)
Turnaround) - — -
Leading Edge —X-
D- Restore to
f O Dag- Re? «J3QO
Turnaround) — — —














s. 3i+/-o. eo m
0. 00+/-0. 10 p>
0. 00+/-O. 10 ff
10. S22 to 10. 719 r»s
in Vacuum (10. 6 to
11. 0 ms in Air)
10. 922 to 10. 719 ns
in Vacuum (1O. 6 to














O Deg. Rgf. to —X-
P2 (Transition) —X-
PSEUDO SAM PULSES WITH SflA LOCKED
4. 97+/-0. 68 ms
P2 to P3 —X-
(Turnaround
Intsrval)
P5 to PO —X-
(Turnaro
Interval)
10. 8+/-0. 350 ,*
-X-
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TABLF IV
REDUNDANT S^ /TTER TIMING MEASUREMENTS
FUNCTION
RODE
SME 1 SKE 2
SAM SAM
O Deg. Rel. to
P2 (Transition)















9. 36+/-0. 629 nsi




—X 3. 620+/-0. 780











SME 1 SME 2
BUMPER BUMPER
0 Deg Pef. to
02 (Q3Q3 Turn-
around )
















Period 71 + -3?. ns
Reset 3 OO -ns*/-5 O
Neg Peak -2V*/-O 5V











FIGURE 1 SLC INTEGRATOR UAVEFORH
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FIGURE 3 SLC SWITCH TACH WAVEFORM
H8236-8129
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6. Calibration Lamp Test uas run via corn-rand file
C327, 6JCALLMP. DSL. The results were within the Units set by
the test. The radiance levels are listed in Table V.
7. The Thermal Tests were run with the clean room temperature at
39 DEO F. All requirements were met with the following e>-
ceptions:
a) CFPA Tl set point uao not chocked because the
bench test cooler could not reach 90 DEC K.
The sat point was check with a resistive
decade box.
b) The cold stage temperatures and the inter-
mediate stage temperatures were checked with
a decade resistance box. They responded
properly with the change in resistance.
c) SMA +/- Z heaters uer checked with a
decade resistance box.
8. The Inchworm Move Test was accomplished in IA04R TP32013-304
procedure -during the focussing portioa of the test. This uas
used to verify the movement of tho Inchworms instead of IAO7
Inchworm Move Test as per deviation D-1S1.
9. The Fusible Link Test was completed satisfactorily The vol-
tage appeared only after all three fusible link suitchos uera
closed. The resistance of the Cooler Door Fusible Link uas
16.41 ohms and the Shutter Fusible Link read 15. 34 ohms.
10. Telemetry in the Data Stream Tost was
counter was reading correctly.
completed and the
11 Time Code in the Data Strean uas completed and does appear in
the Data Stream.
12. The Scan Line Corrector magnitude and phase test ret all test
requirements.
13. The Forward/Reverse Scan Verification test uas run and all
requirements net.
14 The mux Interconnect Verification test uas run» and the
electrical connections and IFOV locations on the focal planes
were verified as being properly interconnected. The process-
ing by the multiplexer uas foun<J to be within the require-
ments of the test No cross uired detector channels e»ist
































































































Tho postamp1 ifier gains ware not set prior to the
test therefore the levels varied with the band gains.
OWGtNW- PAGE W
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 16-SEp_82
13. The Power Profile was completed and the results are as follows:
a. The turn-off transients were uithin
the specifications of the test.
b. The turn-on transient reached the
steady state condition in 450 nilli- v
seconds. This meets the test require-
ment of 900 ms nax. The voltage
Change was not measured.
c. Tha in-rush of current in the first
r, 10 micro-seconds was within theff
 test specifications.
^ Photographs of the Turn ON and OFF
transients are in Appendix C.
| 4. In the Picture Moda at 27.80V TM
j drew 12.29 amps This is with
the SMA */-Z heaters cycling ON/
(See Table VII for individual
currents for the functions in
picture mode).
16 A Vidoo Test was conducted and the results uere as follows:
a. Data was displayed at the video
display. This demonstrates that
the system achieves bit sync/ frane
sync and scan line sync.
I' b. The line length was proper.
, c. The on board calibrator properly
I cycled through 8 levels
d. Post amplifiers gains uere not
set prior to this test therefore/
channels of sons bands saturated




















Shutter) Scan Line Corrector
Magnitude/Phaso Test Mux
Intarconnoct Test D03019




O6/03/82 Frame DC Restore Test
Cooler Door Test D03028







POWER PROFILE BY FUNCTIONS IN
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All of the photographs in this
POWER PROFILE TEST.
Appendix wore taken during tha
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A test uas conducted on the Thematic Mapper Flight model on 13. 14
April 82 to verify that the video output of onboard calibrator






Data was displayed on the video display. This. in it-
self* demonstrates that the system achieves bit sync,
frame sync and scan line sync.
The line length uias proper.
The onboard calibrator properly cycled through eight lev-
els.
Channels of some bands saturate uhen all
tion lamps are pouered.
three c-ilibra-
LINE STOP/LINE LENGTH CODE.
When line stop occurs, the Thenatic Mapper is to replace the video
data from each of bands 1. 2. 3. 4. 5 and 7 with level zoro
(black) data for 48 yards. Following these 48 uords, the Thematic
Mapper is to replace video data with level 255 (uhite) data for 48
words. This is to be followed by a repetition of the 48 uords of
black and a repetition of the 48 words of uhite At the conclu-
sion of this line stop pattern, the Thematic Mapper is to encode
video data normally until the next minor frane sync, after uhich
the line length code and scan direction are to b^e sent
The data recorded ab the end of reverse scan were as follows:
MINOR WORD 6 LEVEL WORD 97 LEVEL COMMENT
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I
The data indicated proper Thematic Mapper oparation. Line stop
began in frame A31B (6319 is normal). The
b lack A-fhite/b lac l(/u)h ite pattern ended two frames later and normal
video data were inserted until the start of the next f*a&r>. In
the next frame line length code and scan direction usre transmit-
ted. A logic 1 correctly indicates a forward scan (forward scan












The data recorded at the end of « forward scan were as follows:
rr
f r.
MTNOT WORD 6 LEVEL
FRAME (B I SENsQR 1)
WORD 97 LEVEL COMMENT





















The data indirato proper Thematic Mapper operation.
CM BOARD CALIBRATOR:
Tha on board calibrator cycled through eight radiance levels in
the proper sequence However, the data (given in Table 1) shout
some channels saturate uhen all three lamps are pcuered.
The time to complete a calibration cycle of eight steps uas prop-
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OF POOR QUALITY 16-SEP-82
APPENDIX H
FLIGHT MODEL SCAN LINE CORRECTOR (Raf. HS236-7939)
Summary:
The scan Una corrector in the Flight Model Theratic Mapper scans
in the proper direction at the proper rate.
Discussion:
A knife-edge was scanned by the scan line corrector (SLC) with
the scan mirror locked. Tho location of the knife- edge on the
detectors of Band 4 was obtained from the video display. Both
scan line corrector drives were tested.
The data are presented in the attached Figure 1. The SLC proper-
ly scanned in the "detector 16 to detector 1" direction.
Assuming a nominal detector size (42.5 nicro-rad) and a nominal
minor frametime (9.611 cicro-sec). the SLC rate is 9.66 nillira-
dians/second with drive 1 and 9 6O mil 1iradians/ second uith









Radiometrie Calibration of Calibrator
Teat Suamary: HS236-8101 J. Lansing, J. Walker
Test Specification: TP32015-512 Cain Setting, Radiooetric Calibration
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CO^Y
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BLDO: Bll MS: 40
EXT: 6261
Refarences:
1. TP32015-312 Rev. C . Cain Sotting, Radioraotric Calibration
Bands 1 through 9 and 7, and OBC Calibration Test Procedure
AC02R.
2. C322.53A02Ai.VID (Jun 21 through Jun 29, 82) Gain sotting video
files. Note: i is the radiance level counter, i =» 1, . . . , 13.
3. C322, 93A02DjjLk. VID (July 13 82) Radiometric calibration,
sequence 1, video files. Note-: jj =» 01,. . . . , 12. (Radiance
level counter) k • 1 (temperature counter).
4. C322, 53A02EnLlt. VID (July 13, 82) Raditnetric calibration,
sequence 2, video files. Note: n a !,....,& (Radiance level
counter), k « 1 (temperature counter).
9. C322, 3JA02SF. VIO (July 13, 82) Internal calibrator calibration-
normal mode-video files. Note: mo 1,. . . . 8 (Radiance leval
counter).
6. C322,S3A02BFra.VID (July 13, 82) Internal calibrator
calibration-override/bacbup mode-video files. Note: a a
!»...«8 (Radiance level counter).
7. C322, 33INDEXA1. IVF, C322, 51INDEXA1.RED, and C3222, S3INDEXA1. RPT
(June 21 through June 22, 82) First iteration gain setting
intermediate value files and reduced value files, respectively.
8. C322. 53INDEXA2. IVF, C322, 53INDEXA2. RED, and C322, 53INDEXA2. RPT
(June 22 through Juno 23, 82) Second iteration gain setting
intermediate value files and reduced value files, respectively.
9. C322, 93INDEXA3. IVF, C322,53INDEXA3.RED, and C322,53INDEXA3.RPT
(June 28 through Juno 29, 82) Third iteration gain setting
intermediate value files and reduced value files, respectively.
10. C322,SDINDEXDk. IVF and C322,53INDEXA2. RED, and
C322, 53INDEXD4. RPT (july 13, 82) Radiometric calibration
intermediate value files and reduced -/alue files, respectively.
Note: k - (temperature counter).
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
11. C322,13AC02ALOO. LOO,C322,13 TLMLOG. LOS (for D & E collects)
3J 12. C322, 13AC02SFLOO. LOO. Telemetry Log for the respective data
collects (June 21 through July 14, 82)
13. C322,33INDEXSF. IVF and C322,33INDEXSF. RED, (July 13, 82)
.13 Internal calibrator calibration intermediate value files and
reduced value files, r»
IN'
14. C322, 53INDESF. IVF end £.322, 33INDEXF. RED (July 13, 82) Backup
$ mode OBC Calibration.
<
'A 13. C322, S1INDEXO. IVF and C322,33INDEXO. RED, (july 13, 82) Signal
'3 to noise ratio (SNR) intermediate value files and reduced value
files, respectively.
16. C324,1301RECTORY. DIRj 23 Master Directory of data bases.
1 17. History Taj:es: D03036, D03037, D03040, D03042, D03044, D03043,
i1 AND D03046 (Juno 21 through July 14, 82).
IW 18. BTCE # 2 EVENT LOG for period June 21, through July 14, 1982.
17. T. ft Fl System Test Log, Booh 1, pages 39 through 48.
20. T.M. System Tost Log, Flight 1 Model, Book 2 & 3, datad June 21
through July 14, 1982.
21. C324,13GSM. DABiXX, Data base parameters (June 21 through July
14, 82)
22. C324, 13GSMLISDB. DAT; 26 and C324, 13GSMRTMDB. DAT/ 24 data base
values for 48 SIS spectral radiance values and TM relative
:'x response values.
23. 6SFC Specification 400. 8-D-210 Rev. B, April 1978
Table 1 shouts the gains and offsets from the 48" sphere
calibration of the TM Flight 1 model (except band 6) after
final adjustment o-f select resistors. The data was collected
14 July 1982 at 02:07. The gain and offset are slope and
intercept of the least squares line fitted to the set of
average RUX counts vs sphere spectral radiance data for each
channel. The graphs of the data are attached. The units on
the graphs are MUX counts and in-band radiance. In-band
radiance units are usad to allow direct comparison with
reference 1, and were obtained by multiplying the spectral
radiances by the nominal spectral bandundths.
Uniformity of gain setting within each band is shown in Table
2. the spread is the percent difference between the maximum
and minimum gain channels.
E£ 'ffpc .s rIs.




































Table 1 TM Fl ga ins 1n MUX counts oer '4
spectral radiance uni ts (cts/(raH/cta t-sr-/un) ) •_
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Table 2 Maximum spread of channel gain*
Band 1 2 3 4
















The gam* data is used to derive signal* noise,, and
signal-to-noise ratio at the* two in—band radiance levels for
each band from reference 1: the radiomctric sensitivity level
("lou") and the minimum saturation level ("high"). See Table 3.
The noise is obtained by first taking the standard deviation of
each sot of MUX counts collected at a sphere radiance level.
Then a least squares line is fitted to the standard deviations
plotted against radiance* juet as was done uith the average
counts (described above). These graphs are also attached to
this memorandum. Finallg, noise at the two specified levels is
taken from the line.
The signal values are taken ft cm the signal line* similarly.
A value of S43 for high signal represents a 57. margin from
saturation* and is the maximum desired in gain setting. Some
channels exceed this* but the uorst case otill shows 3.5%
margin, under the temperature conditions of thin test.
The signal-to-noise ratios shoui good margin. Noise noticaably
above the band average appears in band 5. channels 7 and 10.
Channel 10 has shown higher noise- since? the first cold focal
piano assembly tests* but appears to bs stable. The channol 7
noise excess is predominantly coherent noise at 9 kHz. which is
the difference between power supply frequency and MUX sampling
rate. Full band test imagery has been produced and coherent
noise is not detectable* so the- noisa excess which was measured
is not a problem
The on board calibrator calibration is done by averaging counts
for each detector* each lamp combination* and using the gains
and offsets of Table 1 to convert tha counts to apparent
spectral radiance for each case. The results for the
sequencing mode are shown in Table 4. The data was collected
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. DftTA COLLECTED ATs 7/13/82 ,• 22:25*23
DATA REDUCED A?: 21-JUL-92 11 t 22 J 16
Table 4 TM Fl OBC calibration,
sequencing mode, raH/cm'-sr r
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M. Orady. "TM Spectral Matching."
HS236-7873, 1 March 1982
N. Dougherty* "Rationale for Replacing
AGOI/ Spectral Coverage Test*"
H8236-1727, 18 January 1980.
Testing conforming to Reference 1 appeared to give
out-of-specification results attributable to spatial
non-uniformity in the source? rather than spectral
response differences. A variant of the tost was devised
to separate out the spectral response effect. In this
test. the same data as before are tahen with the
filtered source mounted in .the collinstor and then a
second set of data is taken with the spectral filter
removed (the signal level is adjusted with neutral
density filters). The data are signal levels in MUX
counts. which are cinverted to effective spectral
radiance, using gains and offsets from AC02 cslbration.
To satisfy tno spectral matching requirement, the
difference between the radiance values with and without
the spectral filter should be nearly the same for each
channel in a band. The minimum channel difference is
subtracted from the maximum channel difference to give
an error quantity which is expressed as a percentage of
the minimum saturation level.
Another correction to the error quantity is
necessary to account for tha fact that the difference in
spectra for the collimator with and without the filters
does not conform to the specified values, as interpreted
in Reference 1. M. Grady reviewed the col.'mater and
filter spectral data and provided correction factors as
needed. The results are summarized in Table 1. Test .1
and Test 2 were run according to the initial plan with a
realignment between trie tests to correct a suspected
vignetting condition. Test 3 was the variant te^t just
described. The test 3 data were reduced only where
necessary, for the bands not within specification. The
"test 3 corrected" numbers used the correction factors
mentioned above. Band 5 correction was determined to be
in a direction to reduce the quantity, which was already
small enough that further calculation was dropped. The
•'Final value" column simply summarizes the rest of the
ac£aX£tfo£S
ctable.
Bands 1 and 4 are outside the specification
requirements. Assuming that the tests and analysis
described here are valid, the detector arrays and band
filters are tho items which are possible sources of the
variations. Th»se are discussed in sense detail in
Reference 2
The detectors and filters uere fabricated using the
latest technology. so it is not knoum that any
improvement could be made. Recommendation: use as is.









Test 1 Test 2
PERCENT
« 0.89
0. 34 0. 45
O. 30 0. 35

























C 3.2.3 AC07 TEST
SPATIAL COVERAGE
C TEST SUMMARY: HS236-8043 J. Campbell
TEST SPECIFICATION: TP32015-514
REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION: HS236-5610, Thematic Mapper Spatial Coverage
Teat Description, AC07R, 30 January 1978
HS236-5610-2, Thematic Mapper Spatial Coverage
Test Description, AC07R, 13 June 1979
HS236-7454, TM AC07R Test Result Summary, Proto-
flight Model, 20 May 1981
HS236-7547, Special AC07 Tests, 15 July 1981
HS236-8011, Spatial Coverage, Band 6, 02 June 1982
HS236-8027, Spurious Detector Response Observed
during AC07R Spatial Coverage Testing, 15 June 1982
HS236-8031, Investigation of &C07R Test Failure,
15 June 1982
HS236-8004, AC07 Optional Test Configuration -
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1. TP32015-514, Rev. B, Spatial Coverage Test Procedure AC07R,
23 February 1383.
2. HS236-5610, Thematic Mapper Spatial Coverage Test Description,
AC07R, 30 January 1978.
3. HS236-5610-2, Thematic Mapper Spatial Coverage Test Description,
AC07R, 13 June 1979.
4. HS236-7454, TM AC07R Test Result Summary, Protoflight Model,
20 May 1981.
5. HS236-7547, Special AC07 Tests, 15 July 1981.
6. HS236-8004, AC07 Optional Test Configuration - Bands 1-5, and
7 Testing, 27 May 1982.
7. HS236-8011, Spatial Coverage, Band 6, 02 June 1982.
8. HS236-8027, Spurious Detector Response Observed during AC07R
Spatial Coverage Testing, 15 June 1982.
9. HS236-8031, Investigation of AC07R test Failure, 15 June 1982.
10. History Tapes: D03029, D03030, D03031, D03032 and D03033, 5
June thru 12 June 1982.
11. BTCE 82 Event Log for 5 June thru 12 June 1982.
12. Failure Reports: FR35774 and FR85776.
13. Deviations: D-154 and D-156.
1.0 Introduction
This report summarizes the results of performing the AC07R
Spatial Coverage Test on the Thematic Mapper Flight Model
Number 1. The test is an ambient collimator level test per-
formed on the assembled T.M. The test is computer controlled
using computer commands with telemetry verification.
The test objective is to accurately determine the response
of database selected detectors to a narrow slit source illum-
inating positions on the focal plane whose distances from
the detectors vary. Specific attention is given to detector
half-width response size and far field effects.
ORIGINAL PAGE (3
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GSFC measurement specifications rre given in terms of angular
requirements. The along track (X-direction) dimension and
across track (Y-direction) dimension is defined for each
detector as the angular difference between the points where
the detector's response is 50 percent of maximum when sweeping
in the respective direction. Maximum half-width dimensions
are given as 43.2 microradians for Bands 1 through 4, 46.35
microradians for Bands 5 and 7, and 174.4 microradians for
Band 6, the thermal band. The far field requirement is that
the measured response be less than one percent of maximum
for angular distances equal to or greater than twice the
detector width.
2.0 Test Decription
The test is performed at SBRC with the Thematic Mapper mounted
on a precision rotary table. The T.M. is aligned to a collimatoi
with the scan line corrector off and scan mirror locked
at midscan. The angular orientation of the T.M. is determined
and monitored by autocollimating a theodolite on a reference
mirror attached to the T.M. However, as the collimator is
subject to off axis image degradation, it is necessary to
move the T.M. four times during the test. These movements
and subsequent orientations are determined and also monitored
using the theodolite. The source is projected cowards the
T.M. through the collimator which uses a computer driven
X-Y stepping stage to position the illuminated slit. Inter-
ferometric monitoring is used to measure stage movement.
For Bands 1-5 and 7 measurements, a tungsten ribbon filament
lamp 13 used as the source. The lamp and slit are initially
mounted together on the stages in a vertical position (for
sweeping in the Y-direction). The source and slit are sub-
sequently rotated 90 degrees about a horizontal axis for
sweeping the X-direction. The larger input signal needed
to resolve far field response is achieved by increasing the
lamp current.
For previous Protoflight Band 6 testing, a blackbody source
was used. The change from vertical to horizontal scanning
was achieved using separate perpendicular slits mounted in
a reticle wheel. However, for the current Flight Model Number 1
testing, this part of tha procedure was omitted from the
test requirements per the conditions described in Deviation
Request D-156.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS




P. R. Phillips -3~
TM AC07R Test Result Summary, Plight Model Nuisber 1
The test configuration was modified from that gi^n in th*»
AC07R test procedure. This was done for convenience ami
to provide computer controlled T.M. turn-on and Thermal Shutdoxm
enablement. The use of an optional test .configuration was
requested per Request for Deviation D-154 and is described
in reference SBRC Memo HS236-8004. The set-uo is a mixed
configuration defined as much as possible per HAC configuration
drawings 3533100-300-1 and 3533100-300-2 and with reference
to released SBRC test procedures. A similar option was used
previously for Plight Model IA04 testing:.
3.0 Test Results
Test data has been obtained for Bands 1-5 and 7 in the form
of reduced data tabulations and field-of-view plots for selected
channels and each type of scan (XorY). Measurements were
made on detectors 1, 2, 15 and 16 for Bands 1, 2, 3, 5 ana
7 But due to SIU difficulties (resulting in no signal from
detector 16), detectors 1, 2, 14 and 15 were used for Band
4. Reduced data tabulations indicate tfcat all detectors
(with the possible exception of those for Band 6) exhibit
some calculated half-w:.dths in excess o£ those desired by
the specifications. As requested by Deviation D-156 ar.d
documented by SBRC referenc-d Memo HS236-8011, Band 6 IGFOV's
sizes were calculated from spot scan data measured at the
component level of detector array fabrication. This alternate
procedure was used to facilitate schedule by avoidinc, the
repetition of Band 6 test difficulties encountered earlier
durirj Protoflight Band 6 testina, e.g. very small signal
levels, thermal insensitivity, and unsolved problems with
D.C. restore operation.
Far field response for all Bands is typically greater than
the desired 1 percent at least for regions immediately ad]acent
to the twice detector width field points. In addition, normal-
ization problems were encounterad in matching the far tieic
to near field data. In spite of software changes made to
correct the problem after it was first discovered during
Protoflight testing, residual effects are evident in some
of the plots (see Appendix A for plotsJ. Of greater current
concern has been the recent observations of spurious secondary
peaks in sensitivity well away from the nominal channel centers.
Such effects were not seen during pievi-cus Protoflight testing.
They were first observed on Flight 1 Bajnd 1 detectors Curing
manual scanning of vhe slit stage and were later found to
be present for the other detectors in tfce prime focal plane
array (Bands 5 and 7 detectors, on the other hand, exhibit
no such anomalies.) These discrepancies were recordM on
Failure Report FRS5776 and are discussed in SBRC Memo HS236-0027
They were seen initially on Band 1 witla magnitudes of up
to 10% of peak signal and to a lessar extent for the otne-
Bands in the prime focal plane array. They appeal to be




P. R. Pnillips -4- HS236-8043
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due to leakage of white light entering thru the +Y half of
the telescope entrance aperture and being leaked to the detector*
perhaps thru inadequately shielded substrate edges. Later
analysis and additional data indicate that the problem is -
cot as severe as originally feared. The mnyiniiim effect as "
seen on Band 1 is reduced to 1 or 2% when spectral shape
factors are taken into consideration. This should amount
to not more than a few MUX counts for a typical mid-range
scene level of the T.M. Correction of the problem at the
focal plane would be expected to require disassembly of the
telescope and a resulting major program delay. Such drastic -'
action is not being recommended at the present tice.
4.0 Discussion and Conclusion
A number of difficulties were encountered during the running
of these tests. These may be roughly divided into hardware •""•
and software type problems. The former consist of problems
with vibration, alignment, temperature and electronics.
The latter include problems with comrnr.nd files, databases,
and plot normaliTat. ons. In addition some evidence exists
which indicates that optical effects may be degrading the
data by producing raised skirts and rounded off IFOVS. Many .':
difficulties were at least partially resolved before and/or
during the testing by modifications of the uest setup and/or
by corrections to the software. Others were investigated
la'.er ay means of "special tests" intended to determine their
causes.
A. Hardware Problems
Apparent vibration problems were present from the
start of the test. A source of what at first appeared
to lv? severe, vibration problems turned out to be the
•muffin fan* used to cool the TM power supply. Turning
the fan off dur'ng collects cured this problem.
Later during the lamp calibration portions of the tests,
"mechanical" drift problems were encountered in the Y-scan
as the location of the peak signal appeared to change
with time. During one 20 minute interval, 10 steps of
drift («" 1 IFOV) were observed all in the positive Y-
divection.
In addition to vibration and drift, electrical hookup
problems arose associated with D.C. restore operation.
At two points during the test the equipment failed to
work properly making it impossible to collect meaningful
data. The initial problem occurr&d because the scope
was inadvertantly hooked up to monitor the reference
output trom the chopper controller rather than the oate.
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a phasing error. A second problem arose when (without
our knowledge) the D.C. Restore cable. W5050, was dis-
connected during a first shift troubleshooting operation
and was left unattached. This resulted in a severely
distorted square wave signal output at the scope. The
source of the problem was eventually revealed, but only
after a thorough configuration check and only after
considerable frustration and loss of valuable test time.
An additional electrical problem occurred in the form
of a complete loss of test area power and telemetry at
one point during far field collects. This was traced
to the tripping of a control room (pallet) circuit breaker
due to the increased lamp source current. Running the
lamp at a slightly lower operating level avoided the
problem for subsequent collects.
Room environmental effects were ever present in the form
of air turbulence and temperature variations. To minimize
these effects a plastic tunnel was installed prior to
the test completely surrounding the collimator. To reduce
turbulence room air handlers were turned off at least
one hour prior to testing. The room temperature stabilized
at between 69° and 70 °F as recorded in the data master.
Specific heat sources present in the test setup included
the lamp source itself, the laser used with the stage
monitor interferometess/ and the motors which drive the
Aerotech stages and chopper wlieel.
Perhaps the most significant thermal problem was associated
with internal heating of the T.M. itself. As the test
progressed, one of the most closely watched telemetry
parameters became the T.I-i. power supply temperature.
We saw a direct correlation between high power supply
temperature (approaching an indicated 32°C) and severely
distorted data. Early in the test we intentionally let
the power supply heat up in order to study the effect
as a function of tine. As we watched and let the temperature
rise to approximately 32°C, the measured Band 7 FOV half-
width increased from less than 50 microradians to about
60 microradians. The next evening when we repeated the
measurements with the power supply cold (about 22°C),
the values were reduced to a reasonable 46 microradians.
Band 5 X-scan data was taken at a warn power supply
temperature ]ust prior to running Band 7. However, no
attempt was made to improve on Band 5 measurements.
Only Band 7 (the worst case) was rerun in order to
demonstrate that we could improve the measurements by
lowering the power supoly temperature. Perhaps, given
better environmental controls, all measurements could
be improved to some extent. This would be particularly
true for the Band 5 X-scan.
ORIGINAL PACK «
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After this experience, we modified our procedure to include
an approximate one hour cooling off time between data
collects using a 'Muffin Pan" to dissipate the heat.
Good data collects were obtained in this manner. i
Alignment problems (or at least uncertainties) arose as
the source/slit and T.M. were positioned and repositioned
at various points during the test. The source/slit had
to be detached from its mount and the lamp removed in
order to reposition it each' time a change was made between ;
X and Y scans. This resulted in some uncertainty in the
alignment position of the filament image on the slit for
the various sets of data.
The effect of this possible misalignment was minimized
by the addition of metal masking over the opaque portions. -
of the slit (these areas were previously found to be a
source of leakage that contributed to severely raised
FOV skirts on Protoflight data).
Other areas of only minor concern include source non-
uniformity and optical system focus. The lamp filament
image was centered on the slit each time the lamp was
repositioned and should be quite uniform in intensity
over the active slit area. All data was collected at
the nominal focal plane of the collimator. Previous IA04R
test data indicates that this position is .005 to .006
inch from best focus as determined by MTF. A small degradation
(less than 1 microradian image blur) is expected to result
from this condition. Another small uncertainty is the
focal length of the collimator. The presently used value
is 109.225 inch as compared w^th 109.285 inch as used
for the Protoflight.
B. Software Problems
Software problems appeared early in the test. Initial
attempts at collects resulted in failure due to an improper
version of AC07R software having been installed on BTCE
SI and #2 disks. This caused reverse Aerotech stage control
with a movement to relative rather than the desired absolute
positions. Files were updated via an ECR to provide correct
motion o; <-he stages. In addition, the Data Select Unit
appeared ^:i have a marginal "handshake" with the System
Test Comp iter causing an occasional failure to collect.
Due to the structure of the command files, a single failure
to collect video data during a multicollect formation
of a single video file could stop the test and prevent
data reduction. Some reattachment of cable connectors
and ac lustments by a Digital Equipment Corporation service
man resulted in satisfactory operation during the remainder
of the test. Some work was done to restructure the command
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files, but the change was never implemented. There
was no signal from Band 4 Detector 16. This was due
to a known SIU Channel A problem. This difficulty waa
- avoided by making a database change to collect from Band 4
Detector 14 instead. An additional SIU problem was present
on Band 5 Detector 1 which required that we cycle the AOTS
Band 5 power occasionally in order to get Band 5 Detector
1 to work properly.
_ C. Conclusion
F.
This report has described the results of running the
AC07R Spatial Coverage Test on the T.M. Flight Model
Number 1. The test appears to be extremely sensitive to
environmental effects such as temperature and air path
fluctuations, while an attempt was made to control these
factors, it is unclear whether the disappointing test
results should be interpreted as measurements of the
T.M.'s performance or merely as worst case "lower limits"
to its performance. The quality of the test data appears
consistent with that obtained from ambient tests on
similar instruments. The test procedure and command
files were used successfully for Bands 1 thru 5 and 7
and will be ready for future testing. Several problems
were successfully resolved during AC07R itself while
others needed to be investigated further by supplemental
testing. The problem of peaks of spurious sensitivity
in the far field region has not been completely recolvod,
though it is better understood now than when first
observed. Its effects are not as severe as originally
feared. A close look to inspect for this condition
should be included in any future AC07R testing and
additional care should be taken in fabrication and
masking of any new Prime Focal Plane Arrays. A test for
light leaks should be performed at the component level
of assembly.
Unless otherwise directed, we will consider the alternate
test used for Band 6 to be acceptable for use on sub-
sequent T.M. models. A test procedure change is planned
to include this option.
The attached tables summarize the test results in general
and help to point out s«me of the problem areas. Table 1
is a summary of LSF (Field-of-View) half-widths identified
by band, channel, and type of scan. Out-of-spec. conditions
are identified where they occured. Table 2 is a listing
of detector spacings within each array as obtained fron
the reduced data tabulations. Table 3 is a summary of
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r
' out-of-field response values obtained graphically from
; the field-of-view response plots. Out-of-field response
'; has been calculated first as the percentage of total
out-of-field signal to total in-field signal and then
' . again as an average per IFOV spacing over the total| length of the non-zero skirts. Table 4 lists calculated
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Table 4. Band 6 Calculated IGPOV
































IGFOV = Detector Half -Width 4 <EFL * Relay MagnificationTM
EFL 95.995
^ = 0.5
Specification is: IFOV £ 174.
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Band 6 Radioaetrlc Calibration
Test Summary: HS236-8019 J. Lansing
Test Specification: TP32015-518 Radloootrlc Calibration Band 6
Reference Documentation: HS236-7398-1; BL10 Clarifications;
25 June 1982
HS236-8013; A Band 6 Calibration
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Reference: 1. H3236-7398-1, "BL10 Clarifications (Revised),
25 June, 1982.
2. H5236-8013. "A Band 6 Calibration Problem."
3 June, 1982
The band 6 gains were adjusted such that 260K blackbody signals
would give zero output and 320K signals/ 255 counts output for a cold
focal plana assembly (CFPA) temperature of 80K. 80K is the present
estimate of CFPA temperature expected in space if the CFPA heater is
not used. The responsivity at 8CK was estimated by linear
extrapolation using slopes of responsivity vs. CFPA temperature
derived from the radiative cooler thermal vacuum test, where the CFPA
temperatures were 90X, 95K and 105K. This approach is somewhat
conservative in that the responsivi-t^. is expected to fall below the
line as the temperature becomes that low.
The slopes described above were used to calculate design gains
which should be used at 95K CFPA, the temperature during OLIO. Table
1 shows me-asurements made after gain adjustment. The measured gain
(G) is the difference in signal count'* from the two calibrator
blackbodie&» divided by the difference in effective radiances,
calculated by the alternate method described in Ref. 1. The internal
gain (G') is the difference in signal counts from the OBC blackbody
and the cal shutter divided by the difference in blackbody effective
radiances at the temperatures of these sources. The ratio C/G* is
shown because it corresponds to the right hand side of equation 6 of
ref. 2. The inequality in G'/G between odd and even channels could
be due to a slightly different OBC blackbody view factor. The value
of the ratio tends to be higher than for the Protoflight TM, which
may indicate a larger view factor for the Flight model, a favorable
condition for this model.
The average gains from
design gains in the table,
gains are en the lou side,
low CFPA temperatures. The
a 27. spread.
the tuo sets of data are compared to the
showing the percentage difference. The
decreasing the chances of saturation at
channels are well balanced, being within
The counts observed during cal shutter viewing (dc restore time)
are 4 or 5 counts greater than the ideal, or unchanged from the first
system test in May.
In surrir.aryi all performance monitored by DL10 is satisfactory.
! r.
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SUBJECT. Coherent Noise (BL-12) FRO1
; Test Report F-l (B^ ^ all ^M^ ST£ 101
Summary
The Coherent Noise of the F-l Thematic Mapper was evaluated
m by two methods, the first being a visual estimate from a .-photo-
graphic image, and the second being a numerical analysis of the
power spectral density of the data from each signal channel.
No evidence of coherent noise is observable in the photo-
graphic images and only channel 7 of band 5 has any significant
» amount of coherent noise evident in the PSD analysis. A waiver
has been submitted (W-16 8) to allow delivering the TM with
this condition existing however the system specification only
requires that no coherent noise be observable in the data.
» Discussion
With the TM operating in Full Picture Mode the flooding lamp
of the calibrator was scanned. Data from minor frames 7-4103
(4096 MF) was collected for 180 consecutive forward scans, one
band at a time for bands 1-5 and 7 .
The flooding lamp produced a ramp of illumination generating
the range of levels tabulated in Table I for each band.
Table I. Dynamic Range of BL-12 Data
%> Band No. Range of Mux Levels
1 6 - 6 1




4 6 - 6 5
5 5 -104
7 7 - 8 3
(Continued on Page 2)
From J.L. Engel to Distribution ORIGINAL PAGE IS
HS236-8121 OF POOR QUALITY
Page 2
• jl- Discussion (Continued)
]£• ff The data for each spectral band was transferred to the
[f Optronics Photorecorder to generate a photographic negative.
\'i No evidence of coherent noise was discernible in any of the data,
ijr- Copies of the photographic images can be reviewed by contacting| [". the author but cannot be reproduced with sufficient clarity by|f _ xerography to be included in this report. Positive transparencies
11 ™ of the images were forwarded to Goddard Space Flight Center for '
\\' - evaluation along with a Computer Compatible Tape (CCT) of the raw| • data.
11 Data was also collected simultaneously from minor frames
? | 2904-3416 (512 MF) for all channels of bands 1-5 and 7. This
• ii. p data was processed using a Fast Fourier Transform program. The
j\ tabulated data of noise vs. frequency for each channel of the
i •' system was reviewed to determine the magnitude and frequency of| ? any coherent noise in the system. Table II lists the channel
I ; number, amplitude and frequency of the largest coherent noise
[• \- component for each band.
[! 9 Table II.
t .
Band Channel Amplitude Frequency
(Pk Mux Cnts) (Hz)
1 2 .31 9144
2 13 .23 18492
3 5 .26 9144
4 All <..10 > 5kHz *
5 7 ** 1.06 9144
7 10 .29 9144
* At frequencies less than 5 kHz there are still amplitudes
of >.l dua to the ramp of illumination.
** The next highest channel in band 5 is channel 9 with a peak
noise value of .36 at 9144 Hz.
Channel 7 of band 5 is the only channel in the system that
exhibits a significant amount of coherent noise (>0.5 mux levels
peak) . An attempt was made to determine how the 9144 Hz noise
was getting into the signal path but the efforts were unsuccess-
ful. The noise is not evident in the Band 5 photograph and will
probably not be evident in data from orbit. A CCT containing the
FFT data was also sent to GSFC for evaluation but at the time of
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€
Dynamic Square Wave Response
C Test Summary: HS236-8134 P. Thurlow
Test Specification: TP32015-522.523
C Reference Documentation: HS236-6514; An Alternative MTF Approach -
j Phased Knife Edge. J.B. Toung.
HS236-6514-1; An Alternative MTF Approach-
Phased Knife Edge - Addendum. J.B. Toung.
f, „ HS236-6242; Square Wave Response From Edge
Function. P. Thurlow.
HS236-7483; SWR for T.M. Engineering Model
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J. TO: J. Engel CC: DATE: 20 Sept 1982
"I * REF: HS236-8134
£ SUBJECT: Summary of Bl 16/17 Results FROM: P' Thurlow
f (SWR) for F-l Mapper in Thermal ... ,fl
f Vacuum *LDC. Jll MAJLSTA. ™
f' # EXT>
;? References: 1. An Alternative MTF Approach - Phased Knife Edge, 3 Dec. 1979,
f HS236-6514
|- 2. An Alternative MTF Approach - Phased Knife Edge Addendum,
i. 10 Dec 1979, HS236-6514-1
"[ 9 3. SWR for T.M. Engineering Model Detectors after Deconvolution|-. of Calibrator Blur, 5 June 1981, HS236-7483
.f 4. Square Wave Response from Edge Function, 21 May 1982, HS236-6242
t The attached printouts show along-scan SWR for all F-l detectors as a
ir function of spatial frequency. The SWR are average values obtained from
v A 20 knife edges in bands 1-5 and 7; and 100 knife edges in band 6. Knife
I edges were obtained using a "phased edge reticle" as described in HS236-6514.
[ SWR were obtained by convolving the knife edge response functions with
computer-generated bar patterns as described in HS236-6242. Due to the
short collect period per knife-edge, (the order of 1.5 x 10~ second), it
is not expected that the edge functions are distorted by instrument vibration.
i F ^ Table I shows the printout SWR data per band, averaged over all detectors.
[{ "Standard deviations of these averages are also tabulated.
F [
Comparative SWR data from earlier F-l mapper measurements in air are not
; shown. SWR data taken in air is of doubtful accuracy, since scan mirror
I velocity variations caused by air drag and buffeting have been observed
i $ to cause serious distortions in shape of the knife edges.
i
; Table II, column 1 shows the band averaged SWR from Table I, but corrected
i for effect of image blur contributed by calibrator 2. This tabluation re-
• fleets effective SWR values in orbit, with the mapper looking at a non-blurred
ground scene. The Table II SWR's are enhanced by a factor of I/.92 over
i ^ Table I SWR's, where .92 is the measured MTF of calibrator 2. As noted in
L HS236-7483, use of MTF for blur deconvolution produces a minimum possible
I SWR enhancement value as compared to a more detailed spot size analysis. The
I Table II SWR values are therefore conservative.
i >
: ' Table II, column 2 shows estimated SWR with the ground scene image in sharpest
^ i; focus at the TM focal planes. This is a condition which will not exist in
: ; orbit, but is included to indicate the TM potential performance at minimum
; t blur size.
; C
" •' Values of SKR at sharpest focus are derived from measured SWR in the following
way:
SWR was measured in thermal vacuum with the calibrator-2 reticle located
25 nils inboard of the calibrator focal plane. This placed the reticle image
focus at TM 7.95 nils outboard of the focal plane arrays. The purpose of ,
this was to simulate in-orbit focus conditions where an estimated 35 x 10 inch/
inch graphite-epoxy shrinkage is expected to produce a 7.7 mil outboard shift
of the scene image away from the TM focal plane arrays.
. page 2
\
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The effect on SWR of this approximately 8 mils of image defocus can
be estimated from IA01 data shown in Figure 1. The plotted data
shows F-l cross-track MTF as a function of Z axis location of the
coliimator reticle. With no TM shrinkage, and ideal shimming of the
focal planes, a nximuia MTF of .45 would be achieved at a Z = +9 mil
location of the coliimator reticle. With use of a compromise shim
thickness to avoid excessive degradation of along-track MTF, the
TM focus is shifted outboard of the focal planes by about 2.33 jils,
corresponding to a shift of the coliimator reticle of -3 mils AZ. This
shift would place the reticle at Z » +6 prior to the BL 16/17 SWR
measurement. This produces a measured MTF of about .448. The additional
TM defocus of 8 mils is equivalent to a AZ - 10.3 mil shift of the
collimator reticle, which would place the reticle at Z » -4 mills on
the graph, with MTF = .426. The expected SWR at sharpest focus, SWR ,
in relation to de-convolved SWR in column * is, therefore, approxima?lly :





TM F-l SQUARE WAVE RESPONSE AT 30 METER BAR SWR AVERAGE PER BAND
AND STANDARD DEVIATION







6 .427(1? 120 meter bar) .0132
TABLE 2
SWR AFTER SWR AFTER DECONVOLUTION
CALIBRATOR 2 AND CORRECTION TO
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ACCURACY, SELF INDUCED VIBRATION
TEST RESULT SUMMARY NOT COMPLETE AT TIME OF PUBLICATION.
1 c:
3.3 THEBMAL VACUUM TESTS ]







Test Summary: HS236-8092 7. Ban







OF POOR QUALITY SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
I N T E R N A L M E M O R A N D U M










^ _ _ _ EXT. 6379
Introduction:
The Flight Model Thematic Mapper was tested for Conducted Emissions
* and Conducted Susceptibility at the Santa Barbara Research Center
(SBRC) facilities on the 20th and 21st of July 1982. EMI tests
previously conducted with the Protoflight Mapper involving the
detection of interference emanations from tha similar instrument
were not performed with the Flight Model. A deviation discussing
the above deletion was effected on April 6, 1982. Concurrence
^ with this deviation was given by General Electric and NASA (note
that D-145 was superceded by D-l58-dated June 7, 1982).
Although not specifically stipulated in the first deviation, it
was deemed prudent to eliminate section CS06 from the test, with
NASA's concurrence. As a note for clarity, CS06 is the name of the
9 , section of the EMI/EMC test procedure which describes the test which
injects 28V spikes on the "hot" and return lines of ths TM power.
This test was previously conducted with only the Engineering Modal
Thematic Mapper and was not performed during the Protoflight TM EMI
test.
& Subject;
The subject EMI/EMC tests conducted with the Flight Model Thematic
Mapper were restricted to the Conducted Emissions (parts CE01 and
CE03) and the Conducted Susceptibility (parts CS01 and CS02).
The discussion which follows summarizes the results of these tests.$
1. CE01:




All emanations detected with a 20 kHz thru 150












With RF injection into the first 28V positive lines
then subsequently into the 28V returns for J-18, J-1S
and J-24, the TM susceptibility signatures were essen-
tially the same. Eight (8) kHz filters were installed
between the injection source and the TM.
a. *Five (5) counts of noise was observed at an
injection frequency of 20 kHz thru 25 kHz.
The recovery threshold was noted at 1.3 VP-P.
b. *Five (5) to six (6) counts of noise was observed
at an injection frequency of 25 kHz thru 35 kHz.
The recovery threshold occurred at 1.1 VP-P.
c. *Five(5) counts of noise was encountered at 35 kHz
thru 40 kHz. The recovery threshold was noted
at 1.4 VP-P.
**No other indication of Mapper susceptibility was
evidenced throughout the CS01 frequency sweep from
20 Hz thru 50 kHz.
4. CS02:
**With RF injection as previously discussed (power and
return leads) for the frequency range from 50 kHz thru
150 kHz, no coherent or random susceptibility inter-
ference signatures were observed. Again eight (8) kHz
filters were inserted between the injection source and
the Thematic Mapper.
* DC restoration offset, i.e., MUX count, included in indicated
noise count. Observations were made monitoring Band 1 Detector 9.
**The CS01 and CS02 tests were repeated due to uncertainties
encountered during the initial run. Prior to the conduct of the
second run the grounding configuration was rechecked, cables in
the near vicinity of the test setup were reaccommodated to pre-
clude stray pick-up and/oi crosstalk and the injection level was
monitored by the operator to assure a 1.5 VP-P RF signal. Test
results reported in this memo are from data acquired during the
second run (where a more positive assurance regarding the appro-
priate configuration, proper testing procedures and an improved
monitoring capability could be rendered) .





For the abbreviated EMI tests conducted, data taken and its
associated evaluation reveal no particular area of "out of spec
conditions." Although susceptibility was experienced at injec-
tion frequencies, 20 kHz thru 40 kHz, the signatures depicting
these susceptibilities were extremely low in magnitude (5 to 6
counts maximum) and recovered within the specified 1.0 VP-P
threshold. Susceptibility and emissions for the Flight TM







TEST RESULT SUMMARY HOT COMPLETE AT TIME OP
PUBLICATION
